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Always study with the most up-to-date prep! Look for ASVAB Premier 2017-2018 with 6 Practice

Tests, ISBN 978-1-5062-0315-7, on sale now.
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Celebrating 75+ years as the world leader in the test prep industry,Â Kaplan Test Prep

(www.kaptest.com) is a premier provider of educational and career services for individuals, schools

and businesses. With a comprehensive menu of online offerings as well as a complete array of print

books and digital products, Kaplan offers preparation for more than 90 standardized tests, including

entrance exams for secondary school, college and graduate school, as well as professional

licensing exams for attorneys, physicians and nurses. Kaplan also provides private tutoring and

graduate admissions consulting services.

When I joined the United States Navy over 30 years ago, we didn't know much about the ASVAB

and there certainly wasn't any resources to be had that would allow someone an opportunity to

study before taking the test. I did well on my ASVAB but the public school system was different back

then, we were taught different and there wasn't so much technology and non-social communication

going on. When I took the test, you just knew what was taught in school, took the test and whatever



you scored you scored. Now a days, kids have a chance to prepare, so knowing my son's been

wanting to join the military upon graduation, I bought him this book. Like all kids, they like the

rewards without the effort but that wasn't going to happen here, I pushed my son and I pushed him

hard, I explained to him, this is it, you get one chance to take this test and depending how you score

will determine what job you get in the military and how you set yourself up for the rest of your life.

Again, I pushed my son hard, I made him take the online tests you have access to through this

book, I made my son also rip out and carry around the flashcards in the back of the book and every

time I would see him in the house or after school I would ask him questions and if he didn't know the

answer I would send him back to his room to study some more. Back when I took the ASVAB in the

80's, I scored a 92 and I was offered any job I wanted in the military, so I put it back on my son and

told him, you need to beat my score, you need to be better than me and you need to beat your

father. This book is not a buy it and forget it book, this is a serious investment and will most

definitely help in defining a child's future, push yourself or your kids hard to study this book, it's all

there. My son turned 17 and is now a senior in High School, he finally took his ASVAB for entry into

the military and he scored a 96. He beat me and I couldn't be more proud of him, he even auto

qualified for Nuclear Engineering.

This book has too many errors and mistakes:When I was doing two sections of the 10 diagnostic

tests, I was frustrated mainly by how often the questions had missed critical numbers/words,

misleading and/or making test takers unable to finish the questions and the whole test. It brought

me tremendous anxiety when I kept experiencing failures to finish the questions. My anxiety was

released once I had found that the problem is not on me but on the book after I checked with the

solutions on the book, which clearly includes the missd information/word in those problematic test

questions.Some examples (too many to mention all):In the Arithmatic test, the question 3 shows the

wrong number 3/4 that in the solution is 1 3/4; the question 10 missed a critical word "half" before

the word "time

PROS: Teaches info on subjects not only with root-memorization in mind but how to logically deduct

answers on the ASVAB. Several flash cards in back of book already pre made. Extensive index of

terms to help study up on. Online disc for further studying tools. Simple easy to follow instruction

that is engaging the reader to interact. Several Practice tests both in the book as well as on the

disc.CONS: Not all terms are on the included flash cards, you may still need to make additional

flash cards.Overall I am satisfied with this purchase and I am almost done studying it as best as I



can before taking my first test. I may come back and make another review once I get my scores

back to see if it has improved. I truly believe this book is worth the money.

I bought the Kaplan asvab premier 2016, because I joined the army. I took all the practices test after

o finished reading and studying all the subjects. it helped a lot on improving my scores on the actual

asvab. My GT score was a 132 so I was able to get the MOS I wanted. I would recommend this

studting book anyone interested in joining the military or wanting to improve their scores. One thing I

found really helpful were the flash cards. You are able to cut them out of the book and carry them

around with you so you can study if you are in the car ot at an appointment. I would recommend

highly.

This book helped me get a 77 on the CAT-ASVAB (AFQT). This is coming from a college student

who is about to finish.Pros: After you finish the practice test, Kaplan explains the answers well, even

for someone who isn't very good at science or math. You relearn how to do easy math problems.

You relearn basic science questions. It's high school material that makes you go, oh, of course!

Duh! It also teaches you when to make an educated guess.Cons: My only con is having bought this

book on  Kindle. Navigating with the Kindle Reader on PC is a nightmare. I would rather much have

the physical book, although I do like the convenience of having it online. This is more of an  Kindle

problem than it is with the Kaplan book. Overall, this is a must-have!

I am already in the service. My main focus, was the vocab, paragraph comprehension and math. I

had a GT score of 104 and the magic number in the army is 110. Now I did take a prep class before

I was to retake the AFCT (which is basically the ASVAB), but I did use this book as well and got a

lot of useful tips and help as well. The weekend before I was to retake my test again, I spent pretty

much all day studying with this book. I now have a 119 GT score. So it works if you apply yourself!
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